
HOW TO WRITE A SIMPLE MARKETING PLAN

Learn the steps needed to write your own strategic marketing plan for your small business from
carriagehouseautoresto.com

Step 2: Set some goals What do you want to achieve for your business through your marketing this year?
While the overall color scheme for the whole plan is cohesive, each individual page is varied: 6. Sharing your
marketing plan via Google Docs or a file sharing service can be unreliable. This will help keep your marketing
plan more organized and make it easier for readers to scan for information. I know that. Researching your
competition first will also help you through the next step of performing a SWOT analysis. You may find you
already have all the data you need! Remember to clearly label each step and to use visual cues like lines or
arrows to indicate the direction in which the flow should be read. But before you get started, you have
re-frame how you look at planning. You want to make sure you are shooting for the stars without ending up
discouraged and overwhelmed. This is not a a brand handbook or a book on company policy. Identify,
describe and illustrate your target audience Knowing your target audience is one of the most fundamental
steps that every marketing team should take before making any marketing decisions. Here are some general
tips to keep in mind when developing marketing goals and objectives: Evaluate your current position in the
market and set realistic goals. Think about associations they might belong to, social media channels they
might use, places in your local community that they congregate, publications they readâ€¦ A couple of lines for
each will do. So by the time you begin writing your marketing plan, you should have your target audience
identified. Remember to always include a clear call to action which tells people what you want them to do as a
result of coming into contact with your marketing for example, call you or redeem a voucher. Emphasize
important statistics, metrics, and numbers in your marketing plan To make your plan both more convincing,
and easier to scan, you should create a hierarchy of information in your page design. MOZ recommends using
Wordle to get a pulse on the competition and keep your data organized. Hopefully these pointers will make the
task a bit less daunting. Be OK with that and learn from your failures. Your tactics section should include all
the actionable steps you plan to take for advertising, public relations, direct mail, trade shows and special
promotions. And communication is key. What do you use as a marketing plan, and why? Clearly state your
USP and do it often â€” on your website, in your emails, through your ads, etc. Soon you'll find it's a simple
tool you can't afford to be without. A plan on paper is only useful if it's put into action. You can do this using
charts , pictograms and infographics. You can incorporate photos seamlessly into your page design by using
image frames. For example, you can use charts and pictograms to visualize important stats or metrics. Step 4:
Write a to-do list This is a simple way to think of your marketing tactics. Email this Article Print This Article
Developing a marketing plan is nothing more than setting goals and making a to-do list that will get you there.
A simple but effective way to analyze your channels is to visualize them.


